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Abstract

Anxiety disorders and post-traumatic stress dis-
order (PTSD) affect millions of people world-
wide. However, the similarities between these
mental disorders often make accurate diagnosis
challenging. This study aims to build a better
detection model and to analyze language pat-
terns and topics in online mental health com-
munities using a combination of Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP), Machine Learning
(ML), topic modeling, and linguistic analysis.
The classification model achieved an accuracy
rate of 87.50% (F-score of 0.87 and 0.88 for
PTSD and Anxiety disorder, respectively). The
major topics discussed in the PTSD commu-
nity included sleep, loneliness, and therapeutic
options, often describing physical symptoms
and negative feelings toward others and oneself
(e.g., anger, exhaustion). Individuals in the anx-
iety disorder community frequently discussed
careers, relationships, nausea, medication, diet,
breathing, and disease, often expressing their
internal negative perceptions (e.g., fear, worry).
These findings may help identify and support
individuals with these mental health disorders
and provide personalized treatment.

1 Introduction

There is a high prevalence of anxiety disorders
and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) around
the world (Kadri et al., 2007; Kessler et al., 2005;
Lépine, 2002). PTSD is characterized by a contin-
uous emotional response to trauma or frightening
memories (Brewin et al., 2000), while anxiety dis-
order is characterized by persistent anxiousness and
can take many forms, such as Generalized Anxiety
Disorder, Social Anxiety Disorder, and Panic Disor-
der (American Psychiatric Association et al., 2013).
Although anxiety disorder and PTSD share sev-
eral overlapping symptoms, such as hyper-arousal,
trembling, and avoidance behaviors, the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (Amer-
ican Psychiatric Association et al., 2013) distin-

guishes PTSD from anxiety disorders by catego-
rizing it under ’Trauma- and Stressor-Related Dis-
orders,’ emphasizing its unique manifestation in
response to traumatic or stressful events.

Many factors prevent people from receiving pro-
fessional treatment, such as self-denial, ignorance,
financial constraints, accessibility, and the stigma
associated with mental illness (Alonso et al., 2018).
Alternatively, people often turn to the Internet to ac-
cess information, share opinions, and seek support
(Powell et al., 2011). With online mental health
platforms continuing to grow, the mental health
field needs to be prepared to understand the behav-
iors of users within these communities. Thus, ex-
ploring online mental health communities is more
than just an academic endeavor.

Despite growing interest in the analysis of online
mental health communities, there seems to be a re-
search gap. While many ML-based studies have de-
veloped classification models (Dwyer et al., 2018;
Shatte et al., 2019) and topic modeling approaches
(Paul and Dredze, 2014) to identify prevalent top-
ics in online mental health communities, linguis-
tic studies that investigate unique textual features
(Pennebaker et al., 2003; Al-Mosaiwi and John-
stone, 2018) may benefit from triangulating with
ML methodologies to improve validity, reliability,
and practicality. This study addresses this gap by
employing a triangulated approach that combines
NLP, ML approaches, and linguistic analysis. The
following research questions (RQs) are formulated
to achieve these goals.

RQ1: Can an ML model accurately classify texts
from PTSD and anxiety disorders?

RQ2: What are the major topics within the
PTSD and anxiety disorder online communities?

RQ3: What are the distinctive language patterns
in the texts related to PTSD and anxiety disorder?



2 Methods

2.1 Data preprocessing

A dataset consisting of posts from two Reddit
subreddits, r/PTSD and r/anxiety, was used for
this study. It comprised a total of 50,000 posts,
with 25,000 from each subreddit, consisting of
7,752,500 tokens. The Python modules NLTK
and spaCy were primarily utilized for data prepro-
cessing. This process included removing unnec-
essary information (e.g., non-words), expanding
contracted forms, lemmatizing, and tokenizing.

2.2 Feature selection

ML model features included in this study were n-
grams (continuous sequences of words), TF-IDF
(Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency),
and BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers). For the n-gram and TF-IDF
features, uni-, bi-, and tri-grams, as well as TF-IDF
window sizes of 1, 2, and 3, were utilized to capture
both word- and phrase-level linguistic characteris-
tics. Despite its computational expense, BERT was
incorporated due to its ability to generate context-
sensitive embeddings that capture the contextual
meaning of words.

2.3 Classification

The SVM (support vector machine) (Cortes and
Vapnik, 1995) model was used for text classifica-
tion, which involves finding a hyperplane in a high-
dimensional space that best divides data points into
different groups. SVM was chosen because it has
been shown to perform better on complex datasets
with non-linear boundaries than other ML models,
such as logistic regression and decision tree meth-
ods. To train and test the ML algorithm, the data
were divided into 80% for training and 20% for
testing. Hyperparameter tuning was carried out
to select the optimal kernel function, regulariza-
tion parameter C, and gamma parameter as well
as the 10-fold cross-validation. The classification
results included overall accuracy, precision, recall,
F1 score, the coefficients of each feature, and a
confusion matrix.

2.4 Topic modeling

To identify the major themes within the PTSD and
anxiety disorder communities, this study employed
BERTopic (Grootendorst, 2022), which utilizes
the BERT model to capture the meanings, con-
texts, and relationships between words in texts.

BERTopic leverages an unsupervised clustering
algorithm (e.g., HDBSCAN, UMAP) to discern
topics without requiring predefined topic numbers
from researchers. Additionally, BERTopic gener-
ates more human-interpretable topics by utilizing
context information from dense embeddings. The
keywords produced by BERTopic were further ana-
lyzed to conduct a linguistic analysis.

2.5 Linguistic analysis

Linguistic analysis was performed using the results
from the machine learning classification and the
keywords and topics identified through the topic
modeling approach. Specifically, the coefficients
of n-gram and TF-IDF features were used from
the SVM model classification. These coefficients
reveal the strength and direction of the relationship
between each feature and the target variable, indi-
cating each feature’s contribution to the prediction.
Additionally, the topics and keywords generated by
BERTopic, derived from BERT embeddings, were
incorporated into the linguistic analysis to further
understand the textual characteristics of the com-
munities studied.

3 Conclusion

The SVM classification model with n-grams, TF-
IDF, and BERT features yielded high accuracy
(87.50%) with F1-scores above 0.87 in classify-
ing PTSD and anxiety disorder texts. Subsequent
BERTopic modeling identified prevalent topics
in PTSD (e.g., sleep, family, loneliness, flash-
back) and Anxiety (e.g., career, relationship, nau-
sea, breathing). Linguistic similarities and differ-
ences were examined in the writings of individuals
with anxiety disorders and PTSD. In both groups
of users, first-person singular pronouns were fre-
quently used to describe their mental and physical
symptoms. However, users in the PTSD commu-
nity commonly expressed exhaustion and anger
(e.g., I don’t want, I don’t feel), while anxiety suf-
ferers often expressed uncontrollable fear and per-
sistent worries (e.g., I can’t help, I am not able
to). These findings offer insights for creating bet-
ter PTSD and anxiety disorder detection models
and understanding of the texts and individuals with
these conditions. Furthermore, it also illuminates
why some individuals might opt for online mental
health communities instead of face-to-face treat-
ment from mental health professionals.



Limitations

Several limitations need to be addressed. First,
the incorporation of features that capture the sen-
timental and semantic meaning of words, such as
those offered by LIWC, could have enhanced in-
terpretability. Additionally, Reddit’s feature allow-
ing users to post anonymously restricted access
to the users’ demographic information. Gaining
further insights into these disorders could be facili-
tated by analyzing texts from officially diagnosed
patients, including demographic information like
gender, age, race, and cultural background. De-
spite these limitations, the findings of this study
hold practical implications for practitioners and re-
searchers interested in understanding individuals
with PTSD and anxiety disorders.

Ethics Statement

This research adheres to the ethical standards in
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made to achieve high-quality, reliable results, while
also respecting privacy and minimizing harm. The
primary aim of this work is to enhance public un-
derstanding of PTSD and anxiety disorders, thereby
making a responsible contribution to the field of
mental health. Recognizing the importance of in-
clusiveness, efforts have been taken to ensure that
the findings support diverse communities and main-
tain the confidentiality of the identities of data
source authors.
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